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eaturing a rich line of Thermal Imaging
and Near-Infrared Illumination products,
applications and services for the security,
defense, safety, and aviation markets, Opgal puts at
the disposal of its customers an unmatched broad
and varied product line addressing their every
need. Boasting 30 years of field proven experience,
Opgal partners with its customers providing the
optimal solution for every threat.
Providing one of the broadest product lines of
innovative thermal imaging and near-infrared illumination cameras, Opgal brings to the market a
unique and highly differentiated set of solutions. It
is the breadth and depth of this product line that
establishes Opgal as a prominent provider in the
complex and wide -ranging defense, security, safety
and aviation markets.

Key Benefits for Customers and Partners
• A wide variety of products and technologies
• Unparalleled video quality for accurate analytics
with minimal false alarms
• Thermal imaging and near-infrared illumination
cameras
• Tailor-made solutions for defense customers for
fast time to market
• Nearly 30 years of field-proven technology and
experience
Backed by years of success, Opgal’s products are installed
with hundreds of customers in over 50 countries.

In the Security market, Opgal enables transportation, city and state government, industrial and utility
customers to detect, recognize, and identify security threats during the day or in complete darkness
and difficult visibility conditions.
Taking a lead position in the Defense arena, Opgal
is known for working closely with customers to
deliver tailor-made solutions that address their specific needs.
In Safety, Opgal provides gas and hazardous material leak-detection and fire detection systems.
Lastly, the company was the first to provide an FAAapproved landing assist and situational awareness
system for the Avionic industry.
“Seeing is believing” the saying goes, and Opgal
enables its customers to clearly see in adverse visibility conditions, and more so, to see beyond the
picture video. Investing decades in research and
development, we bring to market state-of-the art and
unmatched image-processing capabilities. They enable
users to see beyond the standard picture, exploiting
minute levels of energy and turning them into meaningful video data. We facilitate the detailed insight
required to make the correct assessment of a situation and take appropriate action.
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